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Stop! Read me!
1. What does this Video PDF include?
Pages 1-30 are activity sheets for you to
print out. They look like this:

Pages 31-32 are video pages (like a
DVD). They look like this:

These pages include all the video clips
referred to in the activity sheets.
Activities which use a video clip are
indicated with this icon:
Clicking on this icon will take you directly
to the video page.

2. How do I play the video clips?
First make sure you have saved the ﬁle to your desktop.
To play the video clips you need to open the ﬁle in Adobe Reader 9 or above.
You can download this free application by clicking here.
Follow the instructions to install the latest version of the Adobe Reader program. Once it is installed
and you have agreed the license, open the program.
Go to ‘File – Open’ and navigate your way to the PDF you have downloaded. NB: The video ﬁles
will not display or play if you open the PDF in Adobe Reader 8 or below.
Move your cursor onto the video image. Click and the video will begin to play within the page.
To play the video clips to a class you will need a computer, data projector and screen.

3. How can I play the video clips full screen?
Position the cursor on the video image. On a PC: right click. On a Mac either right click or
‘Control+click’.

4. How do I stop the video clips playing?
Either move to another page in the PDF or click the Play/Pause button on the control panel, as shown
here. NB: The control panel is visible only when you move your cursor over the video image.

5. What do I do after the video clip has ﬁnished playing in full screen mode?
To exit full screen mode, press the escape button on your computer.
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GRAVITY

– PLAY MOVIE

Gravity – Play Movie
The title
The film you are about to watch is called Gravity.
■ Here are some definitions of the word gravity, which came from an internet search. Talk about what you might
expect from a film with this title.
Seriousness

Graveness; a manner
that is serious and
solemn.

The force that tends to
draw all bodies in the
earth’s sphere towards
the centre of the earth.

Importance

Significance
The invisible force
explained by Newton
when an apple fell from
a tree and hit him on the
head.

The natural force of
attraction that exists
between all bodies in the
universe.

Dignity

Exploring still images
■ Look carefully at these stills, which are taken from the film and answer the following questions:
– What can you say so far about the ‘look’ and feel of these images?
– What kind of film do you think this is going to be – and how do you know?

Watching the ﬁlm
■ Watch the film and, on your own, make some notes about how you feel at the end. Record your first impressions
of the film in any way you like (spider-diagram, key adjectives, a drawing).
Most feature films have a tagline or hook – the slogan which represents the ‘feel’ of the movie, sticks in your mind
and makes you want to see it, for example: The Break-Up: Pick a Side and The Matrix: The fight for the future
begins.
■ Create a tagline for this film in eight words or less. Keep it to yourself for the time being.
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After viewing – in a group
■ Now look at the two taglines below – both written by Colin Hutton, the director of the film.
Actions and responsibility are very often disconnected.
What goes up must come down.

■ Talk about the way the taglines connect to the title of the film. You might find it helpful to look back at the
definitions of gravity.
■ Which one would you choose to include in the trailer or poster for the film – and why?
■ Finally, go back to your own taglines, and read them out around the class.
■ Discuss the similarities and differences in the ways you have each summed up the film. What does this tell you
about your interpretations of it?
■ What do Colin Hutton’s taglines suggest about his interpretation of the film?

The director speaks
■ Watch Colin Hutton explaining his interpretation of Gravity, and what he thinks the film is about.

The screenplay
■ Now, in your group, read the screenplay for the film, on pages 15-17. Agree on, and underline:
– two points you find interesting about the way the screenplay presents the story and ideas
– two points you find interesting about how the film itself conveys stories and ideas
– any particularly interesting images or effects you can recall. Mark these on the screenplay.
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A second view – group viewing
This time you’re going to look more closely at the techniques and effects (the ‘language’) of the film to explore
how Colin has used these to create the film’s atmosphere.
■ Concentrate on one of the following focus areas using the note-making grid on page 6 to help you record your
ideas.
– The look of the film.
– The sound of the film.
– The pace and editing of the film.
– Locations and mise-en-scène – i.e. the places where the action takes place; the casting of the
characters and their clothing; the details of the environment.
■ In the first column of the grid, note down everything that you notice about your chosen focus.
■ After you’ve viewed the film, pool your observations with the others in your group, to see if you’ve all noticed
similar things. Then talk about the following questions.
– Why did he do that? In the second column, beside each point you’ve listed, note down what effect you
think the director was trying to create.
– How did he do that? Talk about how you think the director might have achieved each effect – but don’t
record your ideas yet.

The director on his techniques
■ Now listen to Colin Hutton talking about some of the decisions he took in making the film, and see whether your
own ideas were on the right lines. Record what you have learned in the third column (headed ‘How did he do
that?’).
N.B. On pages 13-14 you can read the treatment for the film, which Colin sent round to different possible funders to
raise money to make Gravity.
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Your focus, e.g. ‘The Look’

Why did he do that?

How did he do that?

Colour all pale and bleached
out –grainy texture
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